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The ITT Core Content Framework does not set out the full ITT curriculum for trainee teachers. The complexity of the process for 
becoming a teacher cannot be overestimated and it remains for individual providers to design curricula appropriate for the subject, 
phase and age range that the trainees will be teaching. It will be crucial for providers to ensure trainees have adequately covered 
any foundational knowledge and skill that is pre-requisite for the content defined in this framework. 

In designing their curricula, providers should carefully craft the experiences and activities detailed in the ITT Core Content 
Framework into a coherent sequence that supports trainees to succeed in the classroom. Providers should ensure their curricula 
encompass the full entitlement described in the ITT Core Content Framework, as well as integrating additional analysis and critique 
of theory, research and expert practice as they deem appropriate.  

While the ITT Core Content Framework is presented around the Teachers’ Standards for clarity, the ITT Core Content Framework 
is not, and should not be used, as an assessment framework. Trainee teachers will not be expected to collect evidence against the 
ITT Core Content Framework, and they will continue to be assessed against the Teachers’ Standards only. 

QTS will continue to be awarded at the end of Initial Teacher Training against the Teachers’ Standards. 

Design of the ITT Core Content Framework 

The ITT Core Content Framework – as with the ECF – has been designed to support trainee development in 5 core areas – 
behaviour management, pedagogy, curriculum, assessment and professional behaviours. In order to ensure congruence with the 8 
Teachers’ Standards, the ITT Core Content Framework is presented in 8 sections. In developing the framework, behaviour 
management is addressed in High Expectations and Managing Behaviour (S1 and S7); pedagogy is addressed in How Pupils 
Learn, Classroom Practice and Adaptive Teaching (S2, S4, S5); and curriculum, assessment and professional behaviours are 
addressed in S3, S6 and S8 respectively. 

The ITT Core Content Framework sets out two types of content – mirroring the ECF. Within each area, key evidence statements 
(‘Learn that…’) have been drawn from current high-quality evidence from the UK and overseas. These ‘Learn that…’ statements 
are deliberately the same as the ‘Learn that…’ statements in the ECF because the full entitlement – across both initial teacher 
training and early career development – for new entrants to the profession is underpinned by the evidence of what makes great 
teaching. A full bibliography is provided with suggested reading, which can be shared with trainee teachers to support their critical 
engagement with research. This evidence includes high-quality reviews and syntheses, including meta-analyses and rigorous 
individual studies.  
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In addition, the ITT Core Content Framework details practice statements (‘Learn how to…’) based on the practice statements in the 
ECF, but 
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code of practice. As with the ECF, the ITT Core Content Framework is deliberately designed to emphasise the importance of high-
quality teaching, which is particularly important for d
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Part 2 of the Teachers’ Standards 

Part Two of the Teachers’ Standards defines the behaviour and attitudes which set the required standard for conduct throughout a 
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High Expectations (Standard 1 – ‘Set high expectations’) 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

1. Teachers have the ability to affect and improve the 
wellbeing, motivation and behaviour of their pupils. 
 

2. Teachers are key role models, who can influence the 
attitudes, values and behaviours of their pupils. 

 
3. Teacher expectations can affect pupil outcomes; setting 

goals that challenge and stretch pupils is essential. 
 
4. Setting clear expectations can help communicate 

shared values that improve classroom and school 
culture. 

 
5. A culture of mutual trust and respect supports effective 

relationships. 
 

6. High-quality teaching has a long-term positive effect on 
pupils’ life chances, particularly for children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds. 

Communicate a belief in the academic potential of all pupils, 
by: 

x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to 
set tasks that stretch pupils, but which are achievable, within 
a challenging curriculum.  

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to 
practise, receive feedback and improve at:  

x Using intentional and consistent language that promotes 
challenge and aspiration. 

x Creating a positive environment where making mistakes and 
learning from them and the need for effort and perseverance 
are part of the daily routine. 

x Seeking opportunities to engage parents and carers in the 
education of their children (e.g. proactively highlighting 
successes) with support from expert colleagues to 
understand how this engagement changes depending on the 
age and development stage of the pupil. 

 
Demonstrate consistently high behavioural expectations, by: 

x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to 
create a culture of respect and trust in the classroom that 
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How Pupils Learn (Standard 2 – ‘Promote good progress’) 
 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

1. Learning involves a lasting change in pupils’ 
capabilities or understanding. 

2. Prior knowledge plays an important role in how 
pupils learn; committing some key facts to their 
long-term memory is likely to help pupils learn 
more complex ideas.  

3. An important factor in learning is memory, 
which can be thought of as comprising two 
elements: working memory and long-term 
memory. 

4. Working memory is where information that is 
being actively processed is held, but its 
capacity is limited and can be overloaded. 

5. Long-term memory can be considered as a 
store of knowledge that changes as pupils 
learn by integrating new ideas with existing 
knowledge. 

6. Where prior knowledge is weak, pupils are 
more likely to develop misconceptions, 
particularly if new ideas are introduced too 
quickly. 

Avoid overloading working memory, by: 
x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to take 

into account pupils’ prior knowledge when planning how much new 
information to introduce.   

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to reduce 
distractions that take attention away from what is being taught (e.g. 
keeping the complexity of a task to a minimum, so that attention is 
focused on the content).  

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:  

x Breaking complex material into smaller steps (e.g. using partially 
completed examples to focus pupils on the specific steps). 

 
Build on pupils’ prior knowledge, by:   

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to sequence 
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7. Regular purposeful practice of what has 
previously been taught can help consolidate 
material and help pupils remember what they 
have learned.   

8. Requiring pupils to retrieve information from 
memory, and spacing practice so that pupils 
revisit ideas after a gap are also likely to 
strengthen recall.  

9. Worked examples that take pupils through 
each step of a new process are also likely to 
support pupils to learn. 

x Linking what pupils already know to what is being taught (e.g. 
explaining how new content builds on what is already known). 

 
Increase likelihood of material being retained, by: 

x Observing how expert colleagues plan regular review and practice of 
key ideas and concepts over time (e.g. through carefully planned use 
of structured talk activities) and deconstructing this approach. 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to design 
practice, generation and retrieval tasks that provide just enough 
support so that pupils experience a high success rate when 
attempting challenging work. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:  

x Balancing exposition, repetition, practice and retrieval of critical 
knowledge and skills.  

x Increasing challenge with practice and retrieval as knowledge 
becomes more secure (e.g. by removing scaffolding, lengthening 
spacing or introducing interacting elements). 

Notes 

Learn that… statements are informed by the best available educational research; references and further reading are provided 
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Subject and Curriculum (Standard 3 – ‘Demonstrate good subject and curriculum 
knowledge’) 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

1. A school’s curriculum enables it to set out its 
vision for the knowledge, skills and values that 
its pupils will learn, encompassing the national 
curriculum within a coherent wider vision for 
successful learning. 

2. Secure subject knowledge helps teachers to 
motivate pupils and teach effectively. 

3. Ensuring pupils master foundational concepts 
and knowledge before moving on is likely to 
build pupils’ confidence and help them succeed. 

4. Anticipating common misconceptions within 
particular subjects is also an important aspect of 
curricular knowledge; working closely with 
colleagues to develop an understanding of likely 
misconceptions is valuable. 

5. Explicitly teaching pupils the knowledge and 
skills they need to succeed within particular 
subject areas is beneficial. 

6. In order for pupils to think critically, they must 
have a secure understanding of knowledge 

Deliver a carefully sequenced and coherent curriculum, by: 
x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to identify 

essential concepts, knowledge, skills and principles of the subject.  

x Observing how expert colleagues ensure pupils’ thinking is focused on 
key ideas within the subject and deconstructing this approach. 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues the rationale for 
curriculum choices, the process for arriving at current curriculum 
choices and how the school’s curriculum materials inform lesson 
preparation. 

And - following expert input - by taking 
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within the subject area they are being asked to 
think critically about. 

7. In all subject areas, pupils learn new ideas by 
linking those ideas to existing knowledge, 
organising this knowledge into increasingly 
complex mental models (or “schemata”); 
carefully sequencing teaching to facilitate this 
process is important. 

8. Pupils are likely to struggle to transfer what has 
been learnt in one discipline to a new or 
unfamiliar context. 

9. To access the curriculum, early literacy provides 
fundamental knowledge; reading comprises two 
elements: word reading and language 
comprehension; systematic synthetic phonics is 
the most effective approach for teaching pupils 
to decode. 

10. Every teacher can improve pupils’ literacy, 
including by explicitly teaching reading, writing 
and oral language skills specific to individual 
disciplines. 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to revisit the big 
ideas of the subject over time and teach key concepts through a range 
of examples.  

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how they balance 
exposition, repetition, practice of critical skills and knowledge.  

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, receive 
feedback and improve at:  

x Drawing explicit links between new content and the core concepts and 
principles in the subject. 

 
Develop fluency, by: 

x Observing how expert colleagues use retrieval and spaced practice to 
build automatic recall of key knowledge and deconstructing this 
approach. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, receive 
feedback and improve at:  

x Providing tasks that support pupils to learn key ideas securely (e.g. 
quizzing pupils so they develop fluency with times tables).  
 

Help pupils apply knowledge and skills to other contexts, by: 
x Observing how expert colleagues interleave concrete and abstract 

examples, slowly withdrawing concrete examples and drawing 
attention to the underlying structure of problems and deconstructing 
this approach. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, receive 
feedback and improve at:  

x Ensuring pupils have relevant domain-specific knowledge, especially 
when being asked to think critically within a subject. 
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Develop pupils’ literacy, by: 
x Observing how expert colleagues demonstrate a clear understanding 

of systematic synthetic phonics, particularly if teaching early reading 
and spelling, and deconstructing this approach. 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to support 
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Learn how to… statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including both academic research and additional guidance from 
expert practitioners. 
 
Other key definitions can be found in the introduction. 
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x Providing appropriate wait time between question and response 
where more developed responses are required. 

 

Notes 

Learn that… statements are informed by the best available educational research; references and further reading are provided 
below.  

Learn how to… statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including both academic research and additional guidance 
from expert practitioners. 
 
Other key definitions can be found in the introduction. 
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Adaptive Teaching (Standard 5 – ‘Adapt teaching’) 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

1. Pupils are likely to learn at different rates and 
to require different levels and types of support 
from teachers to succeed. 

2. Seeking to understand pupils’ differences, 
including their different levels of prior 
knowledge and potential barriers to learning, is 
an essential part of teaching. 

3. Adapting teaching in a responsive way, 
including by providing targeted support to 
pupils who are struggling, is likely to increase 
pupil success. 

4. Adaptive teaching is less likely to be valuable if 
it causes the teacher to artificially create 
distinct tasks for different groups of pupils or to 
set lower expectations for particular pupils.  

5. Flexibly grouping pupils within a class to 
provide more tailored support can be effective, 
but care should be taken to monitor its impact 
on engagement and motivation, particularly for 
low attaining pupils. 

6. There is a common misconception that pupils 
have distinct and identifiable learning styles. 
This is not supported by evidence and 

Develop an understanding of different pupil needs, by: 
x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in supporting 

pupils with a range of additional needs, including how to use the 
SEND Code of Practice, which provides additional guidance on 
supporting pupils with SEND effectively. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:  

x 
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attempting to tailor lessons to learning styles is 
unlikely to be beneficial. 

7. Pupils with special educational needs or 
disabilities are likely to require additional or 
adapted support; working closely with 
colleagues, families and pupils to understand 
barriers and identify effective strategies is 
essential.  

Meet individual needs without creating unnecessary workload, by:  
x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how they decide 

whether intervening within lessons with individuals and small groups 
would be more efficient and effective than planning different lessons 
for different groups of pupils. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:  

x Making use of well-designed resources (e.g. textbooks). 

x Planning to connect new content with pupils' existing knowledge or 
providing additional pre-teaching if pupils lack critical knowledge 

x Building in additional practice or removing unnecessary expositions. 

x Reframing questions to provide greater scaffolding or greater stretch. 
 
Group pupils effectively, by: 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how the placement 
school changes groups regularly, avoiding the perception that groups 
are fixed. 

x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how the placement 
school ensures 
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Learn how to… statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including both academic research and additional guidance 
from expert practitioners. 
 
Other key definitions can be found in the introduction. 
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supported peer- and self-assessment) and deconstructing this 
approach. 

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:  

x Using verbal feedback during lessons in place of written feedback 
after lessons where possible. 

x Reducing the opportunity cost of marking (e.g. by using 
abbreviations and codes in written feedback). 

x Prioritising the highlighting of errors related to misunderstandings, 
rather than careless mistakes when marking. 

  

Notes 

Learn that… statements are informed by the best available educational research; references and further reading are provided 
below.  

Learn how to… statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including both academic research and additional guidance 
from expert practitioners. 
 
Other key definitions can be found in the introduction. 
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Managing Behaviour (Standard 7 – ‘Manage behaviour effectively’) 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

Learn ho
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7. Pupils’ investment in learning is also driven by 
their prior experiences and perceptions of 
success and failure. 
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x Discussing and analysing with expert colleagues how to support 
pupils to journey from needing extrinsic motivation to being motivated 
to work intrinsically.   

 

Notes 

Learn that… statements are informed by the best available educational research; references and further reading are provided 
below.  

Learn how to… statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including both academic research and additional guidance 
from expert practitioners. 
 
Other key definitions can be found in the introduction. 
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Professional Behaviours (Standard 8 – ‘Fulfil wider professional 
responsibilities’) 

Learn that… Learn how to… 

1. Effective professional development is likely to 
be sustained over time, involve expert support 
or coaching and opportunities for collaboration. 
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6. SENCOs, pastoral leaders, careers advisors 
and other specialist colleagues also have 
valuable expertise and can ensure that 
appropriate support is in place for pupils. 

 
7. Engaging in high-quality professional 

development can help teachers improve.  

x Observing how expert colleagues communicate with parents and 
carers proactively and make effective use of parents’ evenings to 
engage parents and carers in their children’s schooling and 
deconstructing this approach.   

x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to work 
closely with the SENCO and other professionals supporting pupils 
with additional needs, including how to make explicit links between 
interventions delivered outside of lessons with classroom teaching. 

x Discussing with mentor and expert colleagues how to share the 
intended lesson outcomes with teaching assistants ahead of lessons. 

x Receiving clear, consistent and effective mentoring in how to ensure 
that support provided by teaching assistants in lessons is additional 
to, rather than a replacement for, support from the teacher.  

And - following expert input - by taking opportunities to practise, 
receive feedback and improve at:   

x Contributing positively to the wider school culture and developing a 
feeling of shared responsibility for improving the lives of all pupils 
within the school (e.g. by supporting expert colleagues with their 
pastoral responsibilities, such as careers advice).  

x Knowing who to contact with any safeguarding concerns and having 
a clear understanding of what sorts of behaviour, disclosures and 
incidents to report.  

x Preparing teaching assistants for lessons under supervision of expert 
colleagues. 

 
Manage workload and wellbeing, by: 

x Observing how expert colleagues use and personalise systems and 
routines to support efficient time and task management and 
deconstructing this approach. 
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